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NAGICO's Generosity in the Aruban Community
ORANJESTAD, Aruba - Last year NAGICO celebrated its 30th
anniversary. During the celebration in Aruba, Mr. Imran McSoodAmjad, NAGICO Group CEO, made a special donation to the
community of Aruba. With assistance from the Minister of Economic
Affairs, Social Affairs and Culture, Michelle Hooyboer-Winklaar and
Minister of Justice and Education, Mr. Drs. Arthur Dowers, NAGICO
has decided to divide this generous contribution amongst a few
organization which are in need of funding for certain projects and would
benefit a great deal from such generosity.
Recently the first donation was presented to the Bon Nochi Drumi
Dushi, which is a foundation that helps
motivate children to read at home in order to
stimulate their imagination and communication
skills and build stronger relations with their
parents. The contribution will go towards
making Bon Nochi Drumi Dushi website more
interactive, dynamic and attractive to a young
audience. The foundation’s president, Olga
Buckley, expressed how delighted she was
when presented with the cheque.
The second donation was made towards
Jeanne d’Arc, which is a scouting group for
girls between the ages of 4 to 18, which has
been in existence for at least 60 years. The
donation was brought on a surprise visit to
Jeanne d’Arc, Anneline Tromp-Diaz who is
one of Savaneta group’s 10 leaders,
expressed how grateful they were and how
much they appreciated NAGICO’s kindness.
During
the
surprise
visit
NAGICO
representatives
and Minister
Michelle
Hooyboer-Winklaar were invited to take part in a few fun activities with
the girl scouts.

'During NAGICO'S 30th
anniversary celebration in
Aruba Mr. Imran McSoodAmjad, NAGICO Group
CEO, made a special
donation to the community of
Aruba'

There are still more organizations in Aruba that will be receiving
surprise visits for donations from NAGICO. This is one of the ways that
NAGICO would like to show its gratitude and appreciation towards its
customers and give back to the community that has given NAGICO
continuous support throughout the years in which it has served its
customers.

First Annual NAGICO to NAGICO Cycling Race in
St. Martin
MARIGOT, St. Martin – NAGICO joined
together with Velo Club de Grand Case to
organize the first annual NAGICO to
NAGICO Cycling Race. A total of 27 riders
from five clubs took part in the event along
with professional star riders Nicolas Dumont
winner of 2009 Tour of Guadeloupe and
2012 Tour of Marie Galante and Ludovic
Turpin winner of 2012 Tour of Guadeloupe.
The event consisted of two stages a 5K time
trial took place on the Saturday and the main event which was a 105K
cycling race around the island took place on the Sunday. The race
started at NAGICO Head Office in Philipsburg, St. Maarten at 8:00am
and the riders took on an intense course around the island and ended
at the NAGICO branch office in Marigot, French St. Martin at 11:00am.
The event ended with a short children’s race
which six future cyclists participated in.
The overall winner of the weekend’s event
was Nicolas Dumont who had a total time of
3 hours 04:47.Trophies and cash prizes
were awarded to the winners. The turnout of
the event was an overall success
and NAGICO looks forward to making this
into a yearly event and hopes to grow the
race over the years by adding categories to the event.

Preparation Tips for Hurricane Season
Hurricane season is just around the corner,
how prepared are you? Do not wait until it is
too late, it’s important to always be prepared
and take caution well in advance during this
time of year. We would like to give you some
tips to help ensure the safety of your home
and belongings during this time.
Prepare an emergency box in a plastic
storage container be sure to include items
such as a first aid kit, flash light, batteries, small portable radio, candles
and matches.
Stock up on canned or packaged food that won’t spoil and water
enough to last a week.
Determine a safe spot with no windows where you can remain safe
throughout the storm.

'A total of 27 riders from five
clubs took part in the event
along with professional star
riders Nicolas Dumont and
Ludovic Turpin.'

Gather all important documents and things that would be difficult to
replace and store them in waterproof plastic bags or containers.
To prevent major damages from a hurricane make sure to do a
routine maintenance check on your home. Check to see if there are
any structural problems that need repair and make sure to fix them
before to avoid further damage to your home.
Have hurricane shutter installed for your home or be sure to board
up your windows before a hurricane.
Also be sure that you have the necessary insurance policies to insure
your home and your belongings within your home from damages
caused in the event of a hurricane. If you rent your home, renter’s
insurance will insure the items inside your home. If you are a
homeowner, make sure your home and its contents are properly
insured – flood and wind damage are not cover in a basic homeowners
policy. Check your homeowner’s policies make sure it is up to date and
that your premiums have been paid. Be sure to videotape the contents
of your home.
For more information on Homeowners SuperPlus Policy at NAGICO
visit us online at nagico.com.

News Brief
NAGICO's contribution towards the
Montserrat Red Cross
As part of our social responsibility to society,
NAGICO Montserrat gave a donation to the
Montserrat Red Cross towards feeding of the
elderly on Good Friday. Mrs. Judith Greer
along with the Director Ms. Pauline Everitt and
other members of the Red Cross assisted with
the distribution of food.

Raising Awareness for 'Safety Starts with You' Campaign
NAGICO in collaboration with the Police Force
of St. Maarten, launched their first ever road
safety campaign entitled "Safety starts with
you’. As part of the campaign a friendly
Basketball tournament was held, engaging
several businesses and government agencies
vying for the winning trophy. Of the ten teams
that competed, NAGICO dominated the
competition and walked away as the overall
winner. The Road Safety Campaign is a
yearlong campaign which is geared at
changing driver behaviour to minimize road
accidents and fatalities on our roads.

'Be sure that you have the
necessary insurance policies
to insurae your home and
your belongings within your
home from damages caused
in the event of a hurricane.'

NAGICO Senior Calypso
during St. Maarten Carnival

Show

The Annual NAGICO Calypso Finals was
held recently during the St. Maarten
Carnival celebrations. The calypso show as
usual was very exciting drawing scores of
patrons who eagerly cheered for the local
calypsonians who craftily performed
musical commentary on the political climate
on the island. After the judge’s decision, the three top performers
received monetary prizes from NAGICO.

New Branch Office in Virgin Gorda
Century Insurance Agency Ltd; a General
Agent of NAGICO, opened a branch office
in Virgin Gorda, in April. This new location is
geared at providing convenience for their
existing clients in and around that area and
attracting
and
engaging
prospective
customers. The new office is located in
Walts Commercial Centre, Virgin Gorda.
NAGICO Insurances
(1-721) 542-2739
info@nagico.com
www.nagico.com

